Circular Joint Venture Design Workshop

In a circular economy, the most interesting opportunities may lie between organisations. Tapping into them will require a collaborative approach. "How might we scale circularity by leveraging the combined strengths and weaknesses of our organisations?" In this workshop, you will put on your entrepreneur’s hat to design a new circular joint venture based on your group’s shared superpowers.

**Audience:** Works best with a diverse group coming from different companies or organisations.

**Time:** Allow 2 hours.

**Materials & Printing tips:**
- Markers, post its, blue tack or pins, tape.
- 1 Poster per group: plotter printing 900mm x 1500mm or draw it on a flipchart or whiteboard.
- 4 Challenge cards per group: 2-sided print, A6 white paper.
- 1 set of Superpower cards per participant: we suggest to print each set in a different colour paper (e.g. pastel coloured cardboard) so you can identify the company/organisation.
  - Each set includes 16 cards of 4 different types as follows:
    - 1 company card (blank at the back)
    - 5 waste cards (2-sided print)
    - 5 ecosystem cards (2-sided print)
    - 5 asset cards (2-sided print)

Have extra blank cards of each colour in case they need more of one of the categories.
Facilitator guide

1. **Introduction & group formation (10 minutes)**
   
   *Materials: presentation*
   
   - Explain the overall workshop objective.
   - **Split into groups:** Each group should have 3-4 people coming from different companies or organisations.

2. **Identify your superpowers (30 minutes)**
   
   *Materials: markers + 1 set of superpower cards per participant (see printing tips) + tape*
   
   - **Introductions:** Ask each participant to pick a deck of cards of a different colour and fill out their “My Company” card. Then go around and have each person introduce themselves to the group, read their card and place it on the poster. (5 minutes)
   - **Superpower Brainstorm:** Get everyone familiar with the different types of superpowers by reading out loud the examples in the back. Each participant fills out their superpower cards, at least one per category (assets, waste, ecosystem). Keep extra cards handy in case other more relevant superpowers come to mind later in the exercise. (10 minutes)
   - **Share in the group:** ask each person to share their organisation’s superpowers (15 minutes)

3. **Select a collaborative challenge (15 minutes)**
   
   *Materials: markers + 4 challenge cards per group + tape*
   
   - **Get familiar with the challenges:** Read one challenge card at a time to the group including the example and place in the center of the table. Get them to think about “Which of your superpowers could be a part of the solution?” and as them to quickly place on the table any cards that may be relevant at the challenge. Don’t overthink it. You’ll have time in the next phase to discuss. Repeat the process for each of the 4 challenge card.
- **Select a challenge:** ask the group to choose one or two challenges that they feel best positioned to address together. It may be that not all of you can contribute to the same challenge, but at least two people must collaborate. Tape the challenge card on the poster.

---

**4. Draw your collaboration map (30 minutes)**

*Materials: superpower cards, marker, post its, blue tack or pins to be able to move the cards around the poster if needed*

It's time to get your entrepreneur’s hat on and design a new venture together.

- **Leverage your superpowers:** What superpowers could each organisation contribute? Any new superpowers that did not come up before that we should add?
- **Map the relationships:** draw the relationships and connections on the poster using your superpower cards. (See slides for examples)

---

**5. Design your circular venture (20 minutes)**

*Materials: poster & markers*

- **Brainstorm business ideas:** How might we work together to create value and address our collaborative challenge? How could a circular business or service could better serve user needs?
- **Synthesise your venture concept:** fill out the bottom part of the poster.
  - Name: come up with a brand for your venture.
  - Description: What does your business do? Who is the customer?
  - Value proposition: How does it create value for business, people and the planet?

---

**6. Share back (15 minutes)**

*Materials: filled out poster*

Ask teams to present 1 concept in 3-5 minutes each.
Circular Strategies Workshop

Are there different or better ways to meet user needs by applying circular strategies? In this workshop, you will redesign an everyday product by reflecting on the functional and emotional needs that it serves and using the circular strategy cards to brainstorm new solutions that are better for people and planet.

**Audience:** great entry level exercise suitable for any audience of professionals or students.

**Time:** minimum time is 1 hour to run the exercise. You might want to add time for sharing back.

**Materials & Printing tips:**
- Presentation
- 6 Circular strategy cards - A5 print size
- Worksheet - print in A3 or bigger
- Markers or pens
1. Introduction & group formation (5 minutes)

- Explain the overall workshop objective.
- Split into groups of ideally 3-4 people
- Ask each team to pick one of the following products

- Office chair
- Cosmetics packaging
- Training shoe
- Kitchen accessories
- Food packaging

2. Explore functional and emotional needs (15 minutes)

- Ensure understanding by providing examples:
  Car example - the underlying functional need of a car is to get from one place to another.
  Emotional needs might be a sense of freedom or a car as status symbol.
  Office chair - the functional needs of a chair include ergonomics, health, comfort, convenience.
  From an emotional point of view office chair (think leather armchair) may communicate hierarchical status, or others encourage collaboration or creativity.
- Interview a user: Pick a member of your team to be the user. The person should be a user of the product you picked. Take notes in post its as you listen.
- Understand how they might use the product or service: Ask open-ended questions about your topic such as: What are the best/worst parts about…?
- Ask about the why: Ask questions such as “Can you tell me why that is important?” as often as you can.
- Seek to understand how they live their lives or operate their business: explore potential areas to leverage with new ideas.
- Share observations in the team and move to insights: Ask ‘what is broken in the experience?’
  Ask ‘what they identified as missing from the experience?’
3. Ideate new products or services (15 minutes)

Are there different or better ways to meet these needs by applying circular strategies?

- **Get familiar with the strategies**: get teams to reading out all the cards in each group.
- **Brainstorm using the Circular Strategy Cards**: brainstorm to come up with as many ideas by combining the circular strategy cards. For example, for a car it may be car sharing service, car rentals, leasing, trade-in, remanufacturing, etc. Go for quantity. Try different card combinations.

4. Design your solution (15 minutes)

- **Pick an idea**: that better serves user need while applying circular principles
- **Describe and illustrate your selected idea**: Try to be visual and give it a memorable name.

5. Develop your rationale (10 minutes)

- **Why is it better for the user?** How does it improve the user experience? What are the economical or practical benefits?
- **What makes it circular?** Does it increase circularity of materials? Is it regenerative?
- **What systems need to be in place?** What feedback or data would be important to have? What infrastructure is needed? Who would you need to collaborate with?

6. Share back (extra 10 minutes)

- Pick 2-3 groups who worked in different product categories
- Ask them to share their final idea and explain why is it better for the user and what makes it circular.
Circular Ventures Workshop
Achieving scale through collaboration

We believe that multi-stakeholder collaborations can contribute to scale the impact of circular economy and generate value for people, planet and business.
How might we scale circularity by leveraging our combined strengths and weaknesses?
Design a circular joint venture that is

- Restorative
- Inclusive
- Scalable
Exercise overview

Split into groups of 4 people from different companies

1. YOUR SUPERPOWERS
   What do we have? What do we bring to the table?
   (30 min)

2. COLLABORATIVE CHALLENGE
   How might we work together?
   (15 min)

3. CIRCULAR VENTURE DESIGN
   What value can we create by collaborating?
   (50 min)

4. PITCH
   Share back one concept in 3 minutes
   (15 min)
1

Superpowers
Pick a colour

- What company or organisation are you part of?
- What does it do?
- Why does it do it?
ASSETS

Think about...
What are your most valuable assets and your key capabilities? (Tangible & intangible)

Examples:
- Energy / Land / Materials
- Infrastructure / buildings
- Knowledge / Data
- Technology / Platforms
- Highly skilled employees
- Brand value
- Technical capabilities & methods
Think about...
What by-products do you generate?
Do you have surplus/unused capacity?

Examples:
- Production waste
- Packaging
- Food waste
- Under-utilised space
- Surplus stock
- Unused data
- Idle time
Think about...
Your role in the wider ecosystem.
What or who do you influence?
What’s the value chain you are part of?

Examples:
- Trend setting
- Scale / Buying power
- Key partnerships
- Suppliers network
- Local or global economy
Superpowers exercise (25 mins)

What do we have? What could we each bring to the table?

1. INTRODUCE YOURSELF
   Fill out your company card and put it on the poster

2. SUPERPOWERS BRAINSTORM
   Work in pairs. Fill out at least 2 cards per category

3. SHARE WITH THE GROUP
   Read out your partners’ superpowers to the group
Collaborative Challenge
Closed Loop

How might we collaborate to create a closed loop system to recirculate materials after use?

Waste as a Resource

How might we collaborate turn waste into a resource?

Asset Sharing

How might we work together to maximise the use of physical infrastructure or assets?

Feedback Loops

How might we make use of each other's data to create new service offerings that improve the circularity of materials?
Collaborative Challenge (15 mins)

1. READ THE CHALLENGE CARDS
   As a group

2. BRAINSTORM
   Which of your Superpowers could help solve the challenge?

3. PICK YOUR CHALLENGE
   Choose one or two that you feel you are best positioned to address together.
Circular Joint Venture
Collaboration map
(30 mins)

1. JOIN SUPERPOWERS!
   What superpowers could each of us contribute?

2. HOW MIGHT WE WORK TOGETHER?
   Draw relationships and connections
Venture Concept
(20 mins)

1. GIVE IT A NAME

2. DESCRIPTION
   What does it do?
   Who is the customer?

3. VALUE PROPOSITION
   How does it create value for business, people and the planet?
Pitch time!

Explain a concept in 3 minutes
Thank you!
MY COMPANY

Name

Our purpose

What we do
THINK ABOUT

What are your most valuable assets?
What are your key capabilities?
Consider tangible and intangible assets.

e.g.
Infrastructure / Buildings
Knowledge / Information / Data
Technology / Platforms / Software
Energy / Materials / Land
Highly skilled employees
Brand value
Technical capabilities / methods
THINK ABOUT

What by-products do you generate?
Do you have surplus / unused capacity?

e.g.
Production waste
Packaging
Food waste
Under-utilised space
Surplus stock
Unused data
Idle time
ECOSYSTEM
THINK ABOUT

You role in the wider ecosystem. What or who do you influence? What value chains are you a key part of or significantly contribute to?

e.g.

- Global / local / emerging economies
- Trend setting
- Scale / buying power
- Key partnerships
- Suppliers network
CHALLENGE

Feedback Loops

How might we make use of each other’s data to create new service offerings that improve the circularity of materials?
CASE STUDY: BUNDLES

Bundles uses Internet of Things technology to provide customers with a pay-per-wash service on washing machines. The monthly tariff is adjusted retrospectively based on actual usage data.
Asset Sharing

How might we work together to maximise the use of physical infrastructure or assets?
In popular coworking cities like NY, there are over 2,000 empty restaurants during the day. Spacious is tapping into these under-utilized spaces, which might be a boon to remote workers who might not reliably find a spot to work in a popular café.
Closed Loop

How might we collaborate to create a closed loop system to recirculate materials after use?
CASE STUDY: SPLOSH

Customers of Splosh subscribe to receive pouches of concentrated cleaning products which either safely dissolve as part of the product or can be sent back for refill.
Waste as a Resource

How might we collaborate to turn waste into a resource?
ReGrained fights food waste by upcycling “spent” grain harvested from craft beer into healthy, delicious, and sustainable food.